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		The Routledge Handbook of Love in Philosophy collects 39 original chapters from prominent philosophers on the nature, meaning, value, and predicaments of love, presented in a unique framework that highlights the rich variety of methods and traditions used to engage with these subjects. This volume is structured around important realms of human life and activity, each of which receives its own section:

	
		
			I. Family and Friendship

		
			II. Romance and Sex

		
			III. Politics and Society

		
			IV. Animals, Nature, and the Environment

		
			V. Art, Faith, and Meaning

		
			VI. Rationality and Morality

		
			VII. Traditions: Historical and Contemporary.

	

	
		This last section includes chapters treating love as a subject in both Western and non-Western philosophical traditions. The contributions, all appearing in print here for the first time, are written to be accessible and compelling to non-philosophers and philosophers alike; and the volume as a whole encourages professional philosophers, teachers, students, and lay readers to rethink standard constructions of philosophical canons.
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Game Physics (Interactive 3d Technology Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Game Physics is an introduction to the ideas and techniques needed to create physically realistic 3D graphic environments. As a companion volume to Dave Eberly's industry standard 3D Game Engine Design, Game Physics shares a similar practical approach and format. Dave includes simulations to...
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Bethesda Handbook of Clinical OncologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Written by clinicians from the National Cancer Institute and other leading institutions, this comprehensive, clear, concise oncology handbook is designed specifically for quick bedside consultation. It covers all malignancies and offers busy clinicians practical guidelines on daily patient management. The user-friendly format...
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The Structure of Style: Algorithmic Approaches to Understanding Manner and MeaningSpringer, 2010

	Style is a fundamental and ubiquitous aspect of the human experience: Everyone instantly and constantly assesses people and things according to their individual styles, academics establish careers by researching musical, artistic, or architectural styles, and entire industries maintain themselves by continuously creating and marketing new...
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CompTIA A+ Certification All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007


    The A+ Certified Professional certification is a well-recognized certification and will serve as a basic foundation for a number of other certifications that you may eventually pursue. The certification exam tests your knowledge of both hardware and software used in today’s computer world and the certification is one of...
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Brute Force: Cracking the Data Encryption StandardSpringer, 2005
In the 1960s, it became increasingly clear that more and more information was going to be stored on computers, not on pieces of paper. With these changes in technology and the ways it was used came a need to protect both the systems and the information. For the next ten years, encryption systems of varying strengths were developed, but none proved...
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Ambient Assisted Living: Italian Forum 2018 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This book documents the state of the art in the field of ambient assisted living (AAL), highlighting the impressive potential of novel methodologies and technologies to enhance well-being and promote active ageing. The coverage is wide ranging, with sections on care models and algorithms, enabling technologies and assistive...
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